
HAND CRAFTED,  ESTATE GROWN,  
 100% ULTRA PREMIUM ORGANIC TEQUILA

NOSE: 
CONDITION: Open with strong presence
DEVELOPMENT: Gradual and stable
CHARACTER: Roasted sweet agave with mild 
citrus and vanilla notes, with a subtle 
undertone of herbal complexity, delicate and 
refined

PALATE:
SWEETNESS: Present
WOODINESS: Subdued and Restrained
ENTRY: Gentle and delicate
BODY: Full Silky and Robust 

INTENSITY: Powerful and Commanding 

MOUTH FEEL: Oily and rich, showcasing great 
complexity melding ripe citrus with vanilla and 
herbal notes

CHARACTER: Playful yet mature, luscious ripe 
citrus fruits, naturally sweet, meld with vanilla 
and toasted herbs

ALCOHOL: Barely emergent melds perfectly 
with flavors

FINISH: Sweet agave, earth and citrus. Very 
smooth, very simple, and surprisingly sweet 
and lingering 

NOSE: 
CONDITION: Open with strong presence, 
forward
DEVELOPMENT: Rich and Vigorous
CHARACTER: Organic cooked agave, 
cherry, ripe citrus, cinnamon, nutmeg and 
almond

PALATE:
SWEETNESS: Light and Playful
WOODINESS: Intermediate, light roast, 
with a hint of age
ENTRY: Spicy Robust
BODY: Full Silky and Warm

INTENSITY: Magnificent and Forward 

MOUTH FEEL: Full and extensive 

CHARACTER: Mature with mild oak touch, 
turns hot with nutmeg almond and 
cinnamon with rich notes of sun dried 
fruits

ALCOHOL: Barely emergent melds 
perfectly with flavors leaving a lingering 
traditional heat on the finish

FINISH: Heated mouthful, medium mint, 
cinnamon, vanilla and peach aftertaste 
rich in complexity

NOSE: 
CONDITION: Open, deep and full
DEVELOPMENT: Slow and steady
CHARACTER: Buttery, caramel, toffee, 
organic cooked agave, cherry, honey, 
peach, cinnamon, nutmeg, pepper and 
almond

PALATE:
SWEETNESS: Slightly emergent 
WOODINESS: Full roast, with age 
ENTRY: Smooth and Soft 
BODY: Thick and Alluring

INTENSITY: Regal and Domineering 

MOUTH FEEL: Rounded and Warm 

CHARACTER: Rich with butterscotch, 
cinnamon, vanilla honey and sun dried 
fruits 

ALCOHOL: Barely emergent melds 
perfectly with flavors leaving almost no 
heat on the finish

FINISH: Warm mouth feels vanilla and 
butterscotch, balanced by rich ripened 
fruits


